Orb
It’s a game of sudden death. Be the first to get four in a row
vertically, horizontally, or diagonally while blocking your opponent
from doing the same.
Number of Boards
Number of Players per Side
Number of Tokens per Side

1
1
21 Orb

2
1
42 Orb

3
1
63 Orb

Place one Orb Token into the game board.
Once you have placed your token play passes to your opponent.

The first to get 4 in a row wins
In A Game: The first to get 4 in a row wins. The game draws if the game
board is filled and no alignment is made.

Playing A Game Series:
1 Orb = 1 point

In a game series you can either;
Win the most games in a set number of games.
.
Or win and be paid by your opponent a set number (say 1, 2 or 3 etc.
tokens) of their tokens per game.
.
Keep your winnings from each game and play until a team is
bankrupt (has less than 4 tokens left). ‐ Which could be an insanely
long game series!

Optional: The Stars Align Rule. You can also win a game series by
being the first to get a multiple alignment. Be sure to agree this rule
before the game series has started and keep your eye on the ball if you do.
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Orb
Continue play trying to outscore your opponent by creating as many align‐4s as you
can before the board fills or a team runs out of tokens to play.
Number of Boards
Number of Players per side
Number of Tokens per Team

1
1
21 Orb

2
1 or 2
42 Orb

3
1 or 3
63 Orb

Single Board + 1‐On‐1 play: Place one token into the game board. Once you have
placed your token play passes to your opponent.

Multiboard + 1‐On‐1 play:
Place one token per board game unit in the game. That is:
 Double width gameboard => can place 2 tokens per turn on the combined board
 Tripple width gameboard => each player can place up to 3 tokens per turn.
 Note: A maximum of 2 tokens can be placed per gameboard unit per turn.

Multiboard and Multiplayer teams:


In a turn, each player in a team can place one token on their respective board game
unit. Alternatively they may place their token on the gameboard immediately adjacent
to them so long as they have the approval of that adjacent player in their team. A
maximum of 2 tokens can be placed per gameboard unit per turn.

The game ends when a team runs out of tokens or the board is filled. The player or team
with the greatest value of winnings is the winner.

In A Game: Get as many align‐4s as you can. The game draws in the unlikely event that

1 Orb = 1 point

the game board is filled and no alignment is made.
 Your opponent pays you from their remaining stock of unplayed tokens for each
new alignment you make.
 Your tally of your opponents’ tokens is your score.
 If a debt exceeds a team’s remaining unplayed tokens then payment must be
balanced by returning tokens from their stock of won tokens.

Playing A Game Series: Play to win the most number of a set number of games, OR play
keeping your winnings each game till one of the teams is bankrupt.
A team is bankrupt, when at the end of a game they have less than 4 tokens left to play in a
following game.
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MULTIPLE ALIGNMENTS are a great way
to leverage winning extra points from a
turn.
Placing the orange token as shown makes
3 new alignments of 4 at the one time.
Total = 3 points.
=> So your opponent must pay you 3 of
their unplayed tokens for your win.
TRADES: Multiple alignments can chew
through each teams’ supply of unplayed
tokens. The game includes bonus
tokens to allow more than 21 tokens per
player. Though you can also trade with
your opponent to keep more tokens in
play. Caution: A trade can be refused
and need not be fair.

King

Orb

Same as TorGalor, but now an align‐3 can also count as well, as long as it
includes a King token in the alignment. You can also score bonus points

for using extra Kings in an align‐3 and align‐4.
Number of Boards
Number of Players per side

1
1

Number of Tokens per Team

21 Orb +
4 Kings

2
1 or 2
42 Orb +
8 Kings

3
1 or 3
63 Orb +
12 Kings

TorKings uses the same turn structure as the TorGalor game.
Same as TorGalor: Play until a team runs out of tokens to play.

In A Game: Get as many Align4s and Align3s as you can. The game ends
when a team runs out of tokens or the board is filled.
Points for Valid alignments:
Align‐4‘s:
1 Orb = 1 point
1 King = 2 points







4 orbs
3 Orbs with 1 King
2 Orbs with 2 Kings
1 Orb with 3 Kings
4 Kings

= 1 point
= 2 points
= 3 points
= 4 points
= 5 points

Align‐3’s:




2 Orbs with 1 King = 1 point
1 Orb with 2 Kings = 2 points
3 Kings = 3 points

You can also score:



1 point for adding an Orb token to an existing 3‐alignment or
2 points for a adding a King token to an existing 3‐alignment.
Note: Adding more to a 4 in a row does not add extra points.

Playing A Game Series: Same as TorGalor
Optional: The Sneaky 4King Rule. You can also win a game series by being
the first to get 4 Kings in a row. This rule must be agreed before the game
series has started.
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Placing the orange King at the junction makes the
following points:
 Vertical (Orb + 2 Kings)= 2 points
 Diagonal (3 orbs +1 King) = 4 in a row + 1 king
= 2 points
 Diagonal (3 Kings) = 3 points
 Total = 2+2+3 = 7 points
 => Your opponent needs to pay you 7 Orb or a mix of
Orb and Kings. (Kings are worth 2 points).
 Hint: Avoid paying with Kings as they are valuable for
leveraging wins as shown above.

King
Game Rules End Up Being Guidelines. Almost no‐one
follows the rules exactly. People are happiest making up
their own rules and interpretations that are peculiar to
themselves and their circle. That has always happened and
always will.
So why not embrace and explore that very human quirk to
get even more fun. TorLord provides a basic framework for
players to zoom in on their own gameplay niches. Some
will like it simple and fast while others will prefer dynamic
and super strategic gameplay. Some may settle on a
selection of rules, while others may see an opportunity to
use change as a strategic tool. Your quest in TorLord is to
find the rules that keep your band of players happy. And it
may be that battling hard keeps them happy.
Either way the TorLord gameplay is organic and as free as
the people playing it.

Becoming A TorLord: A TorLord wins title by winning a
single game in a game series. Other than the rules set by
TorKings, TorLords have the right to change a single rule in
the following game in that series. TorLords drive the game
innovation.

Becoming A TorKing: If you win a game series you win
the title of TorKing. A TorKing’s role is to select or define
the rules that will continue a legacy into the following
game series. Use feedback and the wisdom gained to
make your decisions. If you think the current rules are
cool, then change may not be required. TorKings stear the
legacy of the teams’ journey.
The key to making great rules is to keep them meaningful,
dynamic and easy to follow and manage. Be sure to listen
to feedback about your rules. Great rules develop over
time so the real legacy of your reign as TorLord or TorKing
will be determined not by how long you rule but how long
your rules rule.

Delta

How It Works:











Orb

Start with one of the other games in the games suite and evolve the rules as you see fit. Or
continue the rules from a previous TorLord game.
Agree how many games are in a game series before you start.
The winner of a game in a game series earns the title of TorLord for the following game in a game
series.
The winner of a game series earns the title of TorKing.
TorKings can delete one rule and/or change another rule in the following game series.
A TorKing’s rules remain for the duration of their reign (the length of the following game series).
A TorKing’s rules cannot be modified by a TorLord.
A TorKing’s rules can override any previous TorLord rule.

Setup:
Any rule can change. However, Delta tokens are provided so that players can
use them like wildcard characters to explore and apply rule changes.
How you use them is up to you, but here are a few ideas and examples:
 Clone: The Delta token may be used as an extra King Token.
 Check It: The Delta token can be used as any other chess character, say a queen, preventing your
opponent from placing their King token in any position where it would be in a clear diagonal,
horizontal or vertical alignment with the queen and thus in check.
 Shield: Using a Delta Token prohibits your opponent from placing particular token types (say Kings)
within a specified radius (say 1 or 2 places) of your Delta tokens.
 Drawcard: Alternatively, playing a Delta Token could require your opponent to play their next
token within a certain area or to play a certain token type like a King thus drawing them to use up
valuable King tokens.
 Poke It: Use the Delta Token to make poker straights of 3 or 4 in a row to gain extra points.
 E.g. Orb‐Jack‐Queen‐King, where one Delta is a Jack and the other Delta is a Queen.
 Note: the Orb token can also be used in two ways with the Orb either facing towards or away
from you.
 Dodge: Your opponent just leveraged a big win on their turn. Clear your debt by paying with a
single Delta Token that has a fixed value between zero and …x.
 Double Up: Using a Delta token in a turn requires your opponent to pay you double your win
either on that turn or their next turn.
 Combine variants as you see fit, e.g. with Clone on, Shields on, Drawcards off. How you play is
completely up to you!

Delta

Other Rules: Winning, turns, points and scoring; You decide. Make your own rules using the
other games as a start point.
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